Husqvarna K 3000 Vac
An electric power cutter that enables clean dry cutting without dust or water. The
vacuum unit provides superior dust collection, making this machine a market
leader. Unlike other electric cutters, the blade rotates forward, cutting into the
material efficiently and with minimal strain on the user. The K 3000 Vac also has
Elgard™ which warns of an approaching overload.

SUPERIOR DUST
COLLECTION

EASY TO CONNECT
VAC UNIT

The Vac attachment´s unbeatable
dust collection makes it possible to
cut without water.

The quick connection plate makes
it easy to switch between
traditional and vacuum assisted
cutting.

GENEROUSLY
DIMENSIONED
MITER GEAR

Generously dimensioned miter
gear provides high durability,
minimal power loss and low noise
levels.

OVERLOAD PROTECTION

Our ElgardTM system protects
against overload by varying the
rotation speed.

Features Husqvarna K 3000 Vac
n Ergonomically designed rear handle
n A powerful electric cutter for both indoor and outdoor
use.
n Quick acting locks for the spindle and a large outlet in
the blade guard simplifies blade replacement.
n The blade on all of our electric cutters rotates forward,
cutting into the material efficiently, minimizing the
risk of sticking and kickbacks.

n Our anti-vibration system reduces vibrations in the
cutter handles, so they are more comfortable to hold
and can be used for longer periods. To provide the user
a comfortable operating position and to reduce strain,
the distance between the handles is large. The handles
and the short engine body mean the user always stands
close to the machine, for easier handling and control.
n The advanced electronic overload protection varies the
rotation speed to warn of approaching overload.
n Provides starting with normal, slow acting fuses.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Voltage
Rated current, A
Rated input

230 / 120 / 110 V
12/15/20 A
2700/1800/2200 W

Blade diameter

14 inch

Max cutting depth

4.5 inch

Weight (excl. cutting equipment)

19.6 lbs

Vibrations front handle

3.5 m/s²

Vibrations rear handle

3.5 m/s²

Sound power level, guaranteed (LWA)

105 dB(A)

Sound pressure level at operators ear

95 dB(A)

